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Short Description

NexXxos is back! This back plate is the perfect addition to your water cooled graphics card, improving looks and cooling
performance! The cooling concept of the ATXP/NVXP water blocks is a very well-balanced one, but only little of the water blocks
can be seen as they usually face downwards in the enclosure.

Description

NexXxos is back! This back plate is the perfect addition to your water cooled graphics card, improving looks and cooling
performance!

The cooling concept of the ATXP/NVXP water blocks is a very well-balanced one, but only little of the water blocks can be seen as
they usually face downwards in the enclosure. Hence great attention was paid to the surface finish of the back plates for
maximum effect. This was achieved with anodized aluminum: A perfect finish, and even after small mishaps during mounting the
color remains consistent. Of course the back plate is shipped with suitable, copper plated M3x12mm hexagon socket screws.

Aluminum as the material of choice also has another advantage: With this lightweight material less strain is put on the sensitive
graphics card slots!

The Alphacool back plate also contributes to the rigidity of the graphics card, preventing it from bending and twisting. The
additionally applied thermal pads under the back plate also contribute to the cooling of the sensitive components on the graphics
card.

Of course the back plate is fully SLI/ Crossfire capable and hence perfect for use in a Multi-GPU system.

In the extent of delivery you will find mounting screws and thermal pads � No additional material is needed! A multi-lingual (GER,
EN, FR) mounting manual and tools allow easy and quick installation of the unit.

Specifications

Technical specifications:
Material: Aluminum
Color: Black anodized
Dimensions (L x W x H): 175 x 85 x 6mm
Weight: approx. 168g
Fully SLI/Crossfire capable

Compatible with AMD 580/570

The mounting manual can be found here.

Extent of delivery:
1x Water block
Thermal pads
Mounting material
Multi-lingual (GER, EN, FR) mounting manual

http://www.alphacool.com/download/Anleitung_GTX580-70_Backplate.pdf
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11025-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Vga NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060/2060 SUPER

Block GPU Type Nvidia

Block Accessory Type VGA Backplate

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197110259

Internet Reviews
This product has been reviewed for you (by):
Hardwareluxx (Userreview)
Xtremesystems (ENG) (Userreview)
Xtremehardware (ENG)

Special Price $5.95

http://www.hardwareluxx.de/community/f137/alphacool-nexxxos-hd6970-gtx580-im-cartago-s-review-preiswert-aber-auch-gut-809307.html
http://www.xtremesystems.org/forums/showthread.php?t=271319
http://www.xtremehardware.it/eng-reviews/eng-reviews/alphacool-nexxxos-nvxp-gtx580�70-201107205479/

